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Abstract. In this short review paper we summarise the emerging challenges in the field of participatory sensing for the self-organisation of the next generation of wireless cellular networks. We identify the potential of participatory sensing in enabling the self-organisation, deployment optimisation and radio resource management of wireless cellular networks. We also highlight how this approach can meet the future goals for the next generation of cellular system in terms of infrastructure sharing, management of multiple radio access techniques, flexible usage of spectrum and efficient management of very small data cells.

1. Introduction
Mobile cellular networks are traditionally designed to cater for the peak load/demand. This results in the wastage of valuable resources like energy, spectrum and space when the network is not fully loaded. This scenario is prevalent for a majority of the time when the network is active and hence the situation requires a more dynamic and intelligent design that will adopt the utilisation of the available resources according to the instantaneous load/demand of the system.

This challenge can only be met if we have a mechanism to monitor the system requirements and available resources in ‘time’ and ‘space’ domains in a live manner. On top of this we should have a mechanism to implement the on-the-run optimisation and configuration of network in an automated manner without the involvement of trained human resources to carry out the required tweaks and adjustments. The first requirement calls for a mechanism for collection of live data and the second requirement calls for the capability of self-organisation in the network.

Self organisation is a not a new area of research and development. The state of the art for this technique is discussed in detail in [1] where several defining features are also identified to classify a technique as self-organising. Some of the existing methodology towards self-organisation of cellular networks include: automatic neighbour relation function (ANR) for self-configuration of neighbour list in Long Term Evolution (LTE) system [2, 3]; self-configuration of propagation parameters such as antenna tilt and transmit power to improve coverage and capacity [4-6]; self-configuration of IP address [7, 8] and; load balancing through power and antenna adaption [9-11]. One of the key requirements of the self-organisation is to monitor and provide as an input all key parameters of the
system that affect the optimisation of configuration process. This can be achieved by enabling participatory sensing mechanism that can use the problem creators (the end user mobile devices and the applications running on them) to become part of a solution to the problem. Role of participatory sensing in a broad context is discussed in [12] and in the context of cellular/mobile devices is discussed in [13].

Participatory sensing offers several advantages over the conventional sensor networks which require the deployment of numerous static sensors, especially in urban areas. One main advantage of participatory sensing is that it leverages on the existing sensing provided by smart phones and communication provided by Wi-Fi and cellular architecture, thus, making the hardware deployment cost almost negligible. Also, participatory sensing inherits intrinsic economic scalability by exploiting existing phones as sensors. Furthermore, the open accessibility of application development toolkits for major mobile operating systems and convenient distribution channels in the form of App stores makes application development and deployment relatively easy. In addition, the inherent ubiquity and mobility of the phones yields spatiotemporal coverage at unprecedented scale which allows sensing and coverage of unpredictable events that might be missed by static sensor deployments [12]. The people-centred application of participatory sensing include: health and well-being where sensor enriched smart phones collect situ continuous data that improve the way wellness is reported and assessed as well as how treatment is delivered [14, 15]; monitoring sport experience; enhancing social media and price auditing [16-18]. Their environmental-centric applications include monitoring air quality, ambiance, noise, thermal column and road traffic condition [19-23].

In this short review paper we summarise the challenges that we anticipate in enabling this technique to be part of the future generation of cellular networks.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The next section presents the system model for participatory sensing. Section 3 summarised the challenges anticipated for making participatory sensing as a viable mechanism to gather data for enabling the self organisation of the network. Section 4 summarises the area of network management of optimisation that will benefit from the participatory sensing approach. Section 5 identifies the desirable goals and objectives for the design and implementation of the next generation of cellular networks and how they relate with the participatory sensing framework. Finally we summarise the paper and provide an outlook for future research and development in this area.

2. Participatory Sensing System Model
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**Figure 1.** Participatory sensing system model including stake holders and application components with identification of underlying challenges
A generic system model of participatory sensing is presented in Figure 1. The system model is made up of three distinct stakeholders which are: the campaign administrators, the participants and the end users. The campaign administrators are responsible for setting up the participatory sensing campaign. They design, implement, and deploy the system architecture and are responsible for the maintenance and the management of the infrastructures. The participants have the sensing application on them and contribute to the participatory sensing campaign by gathering the sensor reading they have obtained. The end users on the other hand access and consult the data gathered by the participant according to their interests or preferences. End users could include the contributing participants which consult on their own collected data, campaign administrator verifying the obtained results or specialized entities attempting to gain insights about the monitored phenomena. Irrespective of the entity that serves as the end user, the reliability of the data produced by participatory sensing is a major concern on its application. The underlying challenges of participatory sensing can be categorised into two. The first category of challenges which include: user participation and sharing ability, privacy concern and overheads affects the main participatory sensing stakeholder, i.e. the participant. The second category of challenges primarily affects the administrator of a PS campaign, though it indirectly affects the ‘end user’ as well. This category includes challenges of controlling the spatiotemporal sampling to ensure quality of information, identifying and filtering out malicious or noisy inputs to ensure credibility of data gathered, and right context extraction without jeopardizing the participant. A detailed description of these challenges is presented in the next section.

3. Challenges in participatory sensing

Participatory sensing is a promising techniques but it is mired by several intertwined challenges that need to be overcome before it can provide its promised benefits, as shown in Figure 2. In the sequel we identify some of these main challenges and briefly discuss their scope.

3.1. Data Quality

Quality of the data collected by the participatory sensing techniques is of paramount importance to decide where and to what extent we can use this data for mission critical purposes. It is important to filter the data and identify the outliers as well as to fill in the gaps by interpolating and extrapolating the data to cover the missing parts of the full picture. These extrapolations also require methods for inference and analysis of the data. Finally all participating sensors do not have equal weightage in terms of their contribution so mechanisms need to be developed to apply user-preference and reliability measures while integrating the data from several sources.

3.2. Data Credibility

Participatory sensing relies heavily on altruistic user contributions. However, this openness makes participatory sensing vulnerable to malicious inputs. Without trust in the data provided by participants, the resulting statistics can be of little use. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the collected data comes from a trusted and credible source. Mechanisms and techniques need to be developed to ensure that any user added to the group or participating sensors should be admitted after authenticating their credibility. Mechanisms should also be in place to ensure that their performance and activity is monitored to ensure that untrustworthy adversaries do not hijack them.

3.3. Participant’s Privacy

Participatory sensing enables availability of large amount of real time data shared by participants. This comes with an inherent challenge of maintaining watertight systems that can protect personal privacy. There is a need to develop a privacy-preserving framework that will enable users of participatory sensing applications to contribute data without having to worry about compromising their
privacy. The research on privacy preservation in this context has to focus on both spatial and temporal privacy of users, which are two universal attributes that are expected to be included in user reports for all participatory sensing applications in general and participatory applications to be to be exploited for enabling self-organisation in particular. Another important aspect is to ensure the privacy of the participants’ data while collecting the data in a live manner and also for the historic data stored in the cloud or other centralised devices.

3.4. User participation and data share-ability

From viewpoint of user participation and share-ability, participatory sensing can be considered analogous to a peer-to-peer network where users contribute sensing data to be shared among them or with central server. An issue that is central to both types of network is that there must be an incentive for the users to share, otherwise, it is well known from the “Tragedy of the Commons” that most users will tend to be free-riders rather than contributing resources to help system achieve its objectives. Therefore, one of the key challenges in participatory sensing is to convince and motivate the users to willingly participate in the data collection process. It is clear that this challenge is linked to the privacy challenge since ensuring the privacy of the end user’s data can be a strong motivation for the users to be willing to participate in data sharing. Appropriate levels of abstraction and anonymisation should be implemented to convince users to share their personalised data (like user position, activity logs, trajectory and presence information in certain locations).

3.5. Data mining and management

The data collected by participatory sensing from a large scale of sensors and from a diverse group of participants is bound to scale very quickly into a large sized set – classified as a “big data” problem. Management of such a data set and extraction of useful information in a timely manner is a big challenge and an active area of research.

Figure 2. Different challenges in the implementation of participatory sensing actually drive and affect each other due to their intertwined nature.

A working participatory sensing mechanism at its own is not sufficient to provide full benefits for the optimisation of a multi-objective cellular network. This should be augmented with the mechanisms
reliably communicating this information to a decision maker and providing means and mechanisms for data analysis and filtering. All these ingredients can ensure that we can optimise the system operation in light of multiple, and at times conflicting, objectives (like deployment optimisation, energy efficiency, spectrum efficiency and delay minimisation).

4. How participatory sensing will help?

Assuming that we have a working participatory sensing framework that collects the data from all users in a cellular system, we summarise different aspects of cellular network design and configuration that can benefit from this framework.

![Figure 3. Design and implementation of the participatory sensing framework must have all the necessary ingredients to enable a ubiquitous multi-objective cellular network](image)

4.1. Efficient Deployment

Data logged for user positioning and time stamps for data demand of different users at different times of the day can be utilised to identify the hotspots for service demand. In addition, signal levels along with the user positioning reported from the end user devices can also identify the gaps in coverage. All this information can benefit in optimising the deployment of infrastructure. This deployment can be a static deployment or can be changed in a more dynamic manner by switching ON/OFF certain nodes in the system depending on the demand and the time of the day as proposed in [24].

4.2. Efficient Self-organization

For a real-time, short time-scale optimisation and configuration of the network we require autonomous mechanisms for optimisation and configuration. This will also require real-time data acquisition from participatory sensing mechanisms. However, provided the data is reliable, credible and all users willingly participate, this can significantly improve the performance of the self-organising networks. An example of such self-organisation that can be based on participatory sensing data is autonomous antenna tilt optimisation while taking into account live user demography and activity profiles, as proposed in [25].
4.3. Efficient Radio Resource Management

Usually radio resources are managed on a long time-scale to adapt to average network and link statistics. However this may result in under-provisioning or over-provisioning of resources. However with a working participatory sensing mechanism in place, this can be drastically changed and the optimisation can track the variation in the opportunities very closely and hence reducing any associated wastage of the resources. Cell size or handover hysteresis optimisation for resource to load balancing based on live user experience is an example of possible application of such participatory sensing enabled efficient radio resource management [26].

4.4. Enabler for Future Architectures

Some futuristic architectures like massive MIMO, coordinated multipoint, opportunistic relaying etc. will require real-time channel state information and other system parameters to be reported to a decision making central point. All of these futuristic ideas will significantly benefit from the participatory framework for their self-configuration and optimisation.

5. Goals for future generation network

Based on the participatory sensing mechanism that will act as an enabler for self-organisation in future cellular systems, we should aim for several top level desirable features in the next generation of the system. Some of these desirable features are discussed briefly and it is highlighted how these ambitions will benefit from participatory sensing.

5.1. Infrastructure sharing

With the advent of very dense cellular systems for meeting the future data demands, we need to keep the spiralling capital expenditure CAPEX for each operator under control. For economic and technical viability of future cellular systems, the trend has to shift from competition to coopetition, among rivals in the industry. A simple model is to enable infrastructure sharing. A main impediment for enabling this is the perception of loss of control on the assets and inability of fairly sharing the revenues from the system. Participatory sensing can help by ensuring data collection regarding trajectories, usage patterns etc. for each operator’s users to allow building up the profit sharing models as well as to allow a federation of assets where assets can be shared or kept for exclusive use based on the demands and dynamics of end users.

5.2. Co-existence of multiple radio access technologies

The network is fast becoming a melting pot of plethora of different options to provide wireless service. Despite of co-existing in space and time, so far these different options are operating mainly as competitors. Even if they are used to complement each other in some instances, the cooperation witnessed so far is ad-hoc and not well designed due to lack of availability of user specific data and inherent unpredictability associated with wireless eco-system. However, all this can change by exploiting the rich data collected from participatory sensing. Multi-vendor, multi-RAT co-existence exploitation agents can be designed to optimise the use of several radio access technologies jointly while taking into account user specific application requirements, social-economic portfolio and predictions of spatio-temporal footprints.

5.3. Flexible spectrum usage

One of the key features in future networks is more efficient and flexible usage of the spectrum. Some researchers propose the use of spectrum sensing based techniques for the flexible spectrum allocation but this will lead to unnecessary complexity and wastage of resources at the sensing end. On the other hand, some researchers are proponents of data base based spectrum allocation in time and space. However, creation of such databases is only feasible if we allow participatory sensing to collect
and share the spectrum availability information that will again require spectrum sensing but this will only be needed during the stages when database is being populated. Once a database is stable, only few infrequent sensing operations will be required to keep the database up to date.

5.4. Management of individual data cells using control cells

An emerging architecture of dense cellular networks proposes the separation of data and control functionalities in the system. A large sized macro cell should control the coverage through control signalling and small, densely packed, access points should provide the data service. Such models are explained in details in [27, 28]. The working of this architecture can benefit from the participatory sensing by reporting the emerging demands and trends to optimise the hand-overs, data handling, switching ON/OFF certain data nodes and several other optimisation functionalities in future cellular networks.

6. Outlook and summary

Overall, we have identified that with emerging demands of very high efficiency in cellular networks the self organising mechanisms will become inevitable. One of the enabler for self organisation is timely availability of the optimisation/configuration parameters. In this regard we identify the potential role of participatory sensing techniques. We have discussed the intertwined challenges to enable participatory sensing framework and then identified the areas that can significantly benefit from such a mechanism. We have also identified some key features expected in next generation of cellular networks and discussed how participatory sensing can play a positive role in ensuring these features are implemented in next generation of the system.
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